
Scoresheet Instructions / Criteria Definitions:              

RAC Members will complete the scoresheet for each project, using a score of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) 

 for each of the 7 criteria and 3 Important Considerations developed for project rankings.   

Evaluation criteria were developed by the RAC as a set of common goals that RAC funded projects 

Should seek to meet, in addition to SRS requirements, and are defined below.  

Rec/Tourism: The Project improves or enhances recreation and tourism opportunties on POW          

Local Employment: The project provides for increases on local employement in Full Time  

Equivelants (FTE's).  1 FTE is one person working 40 hours per week, 52 weeks per year.   

Ecosystem Health: The project focuses on improvements or enhancements to Ecosystem Health         

Partnerships: The project involves multiple parties / organizations / entities (local, state and federal  

governments, school districts, private, non-profits, etc.)    

Island-wide Affect: The project will serve or benefit all POW residents, communities          

Infrastructure Maintenance: The project will enhance or improve existing infrastructure on POW         

               

Important Considerations are further scored to reflect on project aspects which affect its potential for  

success (such as planning permitting costs and timelines) or the projects ability to leverage outside  

(Non RAC) fund sources, and finally, the project ability to build capacity in, or directly benefit  

an island community. 

     

Planning / Permitting: Rated High (H), Medium (M) or Low (L) - this is a qualitative ranking, to be  

developed in concern with agency officials.  An EIS would be H, an EA would be M and a CE would     

be L.  Other factors such as procurement or purcahse instruments may further affect this qualitative 

evaluation. 

   

Leveraged Funds: This consideration should calculate the overall percentage of a project which is  

coming from non-RAC fund sources, and the percentage expressed as an addition to the Evaluation 

Criteria sub-total, above.        

          

Community Benefits:  Another qualitative ranking element (H, M or L) intended to capture  

the projects acility to bring about benefits to POW beyond the life / cost of the project. 

 


